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Millions of golf enthusiasts and Tiger Woods fans daydream of being on the golf course while stuck

at work. A perfect gift for Dad on Fatherâ€™s Day or anyone who loves golf, this kit will help relieve

some of that cubicle-induced anxiety by allowing you to get in a quick round right on your desktop.

Kit includes two golf balls, two clubs, a green felt fairway, a packet of sand, and a 32-page book of

fun facts and the rules of the game.
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This kit is pretty much exactly what you're expecting. No more, no less. It's a nice little gift to give to

that golf enthusiast in your life, but I imagine the novelty will wear off pretty quickly.COMPONENTS

(2.5/5)My biggest complaint is the golf balls, which knocks 2 off the score. They're roughly the size

of airsoft pellets and just as heavy (read: way too light), making them extremely easy to lose and

also making the whole thing feel like a cheap toy rather than a functional game. The kit also loses

half a point for the hole: it's a hassle to fish them out of the hole; you might have to use a toothpick

or something similar. The clubs are thankfully NOT made of plastic, but of some sort of metal. You

get an iron and a putter, both of which have a satisfying weight to them. The green is plastic and

felt; no complaints there (besides the hole).The kit also comes with a small book, which gives a very

brief history of golf and thereafter concerns itself with suggesting ways to recreate an authentic golf

course experience in your home/ office. Not very funny, IMO, and definitely not worth reading more

than once.CONCLUSIONIt's cute, but the gimmicky golf balls really bring it down. It's maybe

suitable for a Secret Santa affair or "randomly thought of you" gift, but overall I would say it's not



worth the price. Unless, of course, your person really, really loves their golf, or is Stuart Little. Stuart

wouldn't like the balls either, though.

once the ball goes in the hole, you cant get it out because you have to flip it over...bet there is sand

in the traps. we were able to mcgiver some tape ti get it ou eventually. but 100% impractical

Cheaply made. You are getting what you paid for here. I would suggest buying the desk putt putt

course that comes in a book. You can't even get the ball out of the hole without turning it upside

down and spilling all of the sand.It came packaged nicely but only including one ball is a mistake

because its so easily lost.

Too cute and perfect size for the desk or a care-package. Arrived quickly and in great condition -

couldn't ask for anything more.

A fun game that I bought for my father on his birthday. He uses it at work when he wants to chill out.

These little kits by Running Press are always inventive and fun. They make the perfect gifts for any

one. I give them at business events, in charity baskets, and other places.

I bouught these to put on the tables at my dad's birthday party and everyone loved them, I think they

were all gone by the time the party was over.

I got this for my dad as a gift and he loved it! It's a fun piece to have on an office desk for fun. Great

simple and easy gift for a golf lover!
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